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Bissell vacuum cleaner bags

© 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates There’s never a good time for your Bissell vacuum cleaner to break down, but why does it seem to happen when you’re trying to clean the house before important guests arrive? Don’t panic. Fortunately, many problems are easy to solve with this handy Bissell troubleshooting guide.What Should I Do If
the Vacuum Won’t Pick Up?The most likely cause of a loss of suction is the bag or dust receptacle is full. If emptying the cleaner or replacing the bag doesn’t resolve the problem, check the filters and clean or replace them, following the instructions in your Bissell user manual.If your vacuum has a brushroll, check it for obstructions or debris which
may prevent the brush from rotating or lead to an accumulation of dirt in the hose. Remove the hose and shine a light through it to check for blockages. When removing blockages, don’t use a sharp object that could tear the hose. When reattaching the hose, make sure it clicks in place securely or else it may leak air leading to continued poor
performance.The brushroll on your Bissell cleaner is attached to the motor via a strong rubber belt. If the belt becomes worn through extended use, the brushroll jams or the motor overheats, the belt may break. To resolve the problem, replace the belt following the guidance in your Bissell user manual. Check the brush for obstructions, and cut away
any hair and threads wrapped around it. If you notice the bristles have worn down, you may need to replace the brush by ordering replacement parts from a Bissell service center.What Should I Do If the Belt Keeps Breaking?Belts wear out over time, so it may be necessary to replace them. However, if you notice the belts are breaking frequently,
check the brushroll for obstructions. The brush should rotate freely, but the accumulation of dirt in the bearings may cause increased friction which causes belts to wear out at a faster rate.What Should I Do If I Can’t Determine the Cause?If troubleshooting doesn’t work or if you’re concerned the fault is electrical in nature, seek the assistance of a
professional. Search online for Bissell repair locations, or use the service center locator on the company’s website for a speedy resolution.Note that if you smell burning or the motor starts to strain, immediately switch off the vacuum and unplug it from the electrical outlet. Don’t attempt to resolve issues with the motor or wiring unless you’re a
qualified engineer.How Can I Minimize the Risk of Problems With My Cleaner?The best way to reduce the risk of faults with your Bissell vacuum cleaner is to use it only as directed in the Bissell user manual and to perform the recommended maintenance. Complete the following steps on a regular basis to ensure the vacuum runs at optimal
efficiency:Empty dust collection chamber or replace bag Clean or replace filters Clear obstructions from brushroll By adhering to the guidelines for use, you’re reducing the risk of potentially costly faults, and it’s possible to enjoy your Bissell vacuum cleaner for many years. MORE FROM QUESTIONSANSWERED.NET | Knowing how to troubleshoot
issues with your vacuum cleaner is one sure way of extending its service life and getting the most bang for your buck. Your vacuum cleaner is easily one of the most used cleaning implements in your home, but even though it’s a cleaning workhorse, it can still run into problems at times. The good news is you don’t necessarily have to chuck your
vacuum cleaner as soon as it acts up. Most of the common issues with vacuum cleaners have fixes that are easy enough to do yourself. Here’s how to troubleshoot common vacuum cleaner issues and fix them.Vacuum Cleaner Is Losing Suction Power It does suck to have a vacuum cleaner that doesn’t suck. Vacuum cleaners tend to lose suction power
over time, usually because something is keeping it from doing its job. The first thing to do is empty the chamber or bag. Next, check the height setting on your vacuum to make sure it matches the surface you’re cleaning. Examine the hose and filters to see if they’re dirty or clogged. Clean the brush roll to ensure it spins. If it’s clear of hair, lint and
fur but still won’t spin, you may need to replace the belt. If you notice that your vacuum cleaner isn’t picking up dirt and debris, even though the motor is running just fine, you need to check a few things out. Troubleshooting this problem is similar to the previous entry. Empty the bag or chamber to see if that solves the issue. Examine the brush roll
to see if hair, lint or fur have wrapped around it, constricting operation. Remove and clear away hair and lint that have accumulated on the roll. If that doesn’t do the trick, the problem may be the belt. Vacuum Makes Too Much Noise Vacuum cleaners always make noise, but if you suspect it sounds louder than usual, it could be a sign of impending
trouble. Check the hose first. Objects that are having trouble making their way through the hose can cause strain on the motor and make extra noise. Clearing away the obstruction should quiet down the motor.Belts are one of the most common causes of vacuum problems. When belts are out of alignment or are broken or worn, it can make the
vacuum cleaner produce otherworldly sounds. Check the manual for how to remove the belt and where to get replacement parts. If the problem isn’t the belts, then it has to be the motor. You can either replace the motor or purchase a new unit.Vacuum Doesn’t Have Power Check to make sure the vacuum cleaner is plugged in properly and that the
circuit breaker isn’t tripped. Try plugging the vacuum cleaner in to other outlets to make sure. If you’re certain the vacuum is getting power, then it’s probably a motor problem. If that’s the case, have a pro look at your unit. Vacuum Shuts Off by Itself The usual reason for this issue is the vacuum is overheating. Unplug the vacuum and wait for it to
cool down. Check the manual for tips on how long you should wait before trying again. However, if you’re sure it isn’t overheating, then it may be a faulty thermal fuse. Thermal fuses are cheap, and you can have the folks at your nearest vacuum repair center replace it for you or replace it yourself. MORE FROM QUESTIONSANSWERED.NET Oldschool bagged vacuum cleaners are pretty rare these days. This makes some amount of sense: If you can order a brand-new, lightweight canister vacuum off Amazon for less than $200, why bother with a heavier, noisier relic of a machine that requires replacement bags?To put it bluntly, because bagged vacuums are fucking great. Last summer, I
bought a refurbished Kirby Sentria II off Craigslist for $80 and it instantly changed my life. Yes, it’s heavy and not particularly nimble, but what it lacks in agility it more than makes up for with pure function. (This thing vacuums up cat hair like an $800 Dyson stick vacuum—it absolutely rules.) But, as I’ve learned, bagged vacuum cleaners offer more
than no-frills functionality. They have at least three distinct (and huge) advantages over all but the fanciest bagless models. If you don’t have hundreds of dollars to blow on a Dyson, pretty much any bagged vacuum cleaner in your price range is the next best thing, and I would love to tell you why.Bagged vacuums are a lifesaver for allergy
sufferersHaving used bagless vacuum cleaners for most of my adult life, I assumed that sneezing fits were part of the deal. Running the vacuum always kicked up some amount of dust, and emptying the canister sent clouds of it billowing into the air. If you’re at all allergic to anything that ends up in a vacuum—dust, dust mites, pet hair—the whole
process can be more irritating than it’s worth. None of this happens with bagged vacuums. As long as the tube that connects the head and the bag is properly sealed, all that dust and hair and other fine particulate matter goes straight into a bag that’s specifically designed to trap fine particulate matter. Changing the bag may release a small puff of
loose dust, but it’s nothing compared to the vortex you get from emptying a canister. If you or anyone you live with suffers from indoor allergies, you seriously owe it to yourself to check out bagged vacuums. You can even buy HEPA-rated bags if that’s what you need.Bagged vacuums are greener than you thinkI know what you’re thinking: Vacuum
cleaner bags are incredibly bad for the environment. Every time you change the bag, you’re sending loads of dust and hair to the landfill in a bag that won’t break down. Two things here. First, while it’s true that many vacuum bags—especially those designed to meet HEPA standards—are made of synthetic cloth that doesn’t biodegrade, plenty of
others actually do. You can buy bags made of literal paper and other compostable materials that fit most models of bagged vacuums. Second, which do you think is more polluting: Increasingly obscure vacuum bags, some of which are biodegradable—or a global industry churning out more plastic canister vacuums every year, which inevitably end up
in landfills when they break?You can actually fix bagged vacuumsThis brings me to the final advantage, and it’s a big one: Unlike the vast majority of cheap canister vacuums, bagged vacuums are designed to be repaired. Parts that wear out regularly (especially belts) are so cheap and easy to replace that you can do it yourself after watching a few
YouTube videos. For the harder stuff, there’s always vacuum repair shops, which are less obscure than they sound. Pretty much every metropolitan area in the U.S. has at least one because commercial cleaning firms need to keep their vacuums in working order. If you live within driving distance of a town or city with lots of hotels or office buildings,
there’s a good chance you’ll find a vacuum repair shop, too.Being able to maintain and repair your vacuum as needed sounds like such a small thing, but it’s surprisingly rare. Using the same vacuum for several years keeps your carpet clean, keeps money in your pocket, and keeps your vacuum out of the landfill—which are pretty great goals.
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